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Abstract. As rocks are transported, they primarily undergo two breakdown mechanisms: fragmentation and
chipping. Fragmentation is catastrophic breakup by fracture in the bulk – either by subcritical crack growth
under repeated collisions, or from a single high-energy (supercritical) collision – and produces angular shards.
Chipping is a distinct low-energy mechanism of impact attrition that involves shallow cracking; this process
rounds river pebbles in a universal manner under bed-load transport. Despite its geophysical significance, the
transition from chipping to fragmentation is not well studied. Here, we examine this transition experimentally by
measuring the shape and mass evolution of concrete particles of varying strength, subject to repeated collisions
in a rotating drum. For sufficiently strong particles, chipping occurred and was characterized by the following:
attrition products were orders of magnitude smaller than the parent; attrition rate was insensitive to material
strength; and particles experienced monotonic rounding toward a spherical shape. As strength decreased, we
observed the onset of a subcritical cracking regime associated with fragmentation: mass of attrition products
became larger and more varied; attrition rate was inversely proportional to material strength; and shape evolution
fluctuated and became non-monotonic. Our results validate conceptual and numerical models for impact attrition:
chipping follows “Sternberg’s law” of exponential mass loss through time; for fragmentation, the lifetime of
particles increases nonlinearly with material strength, consistent with “Basquin’s law” of fatigue failure. We
suggest that bedrock erosion models must be clarified to incorporate distinct attrition mechanisms, and that
pebble or bedrock-channel shape may be utilized to deduce the operative mechanism in a given environment.

1 Introduction

The energy associated with transporting sediment influences
the shape of the particles being moved and also the shape
and erosion rate of bedrock channels impacted by those par-
ticles. Events such as rockfalls, landslides, or debris flows
tend to be highly energetic and cause rocks to fragment into
large, angular pieces (Bernd et al., 2010; Arabnia and Sklar,
2016). Bed-load transport is of lower energy and causes river
rocks to round into smooth pebbles (Krumbein, 1941; Kue-

nen, 1956; Attal and Lavé, 2009; Domokos et al., 2014).
The attrition mechanism that occurs during transport de-
pends on impact energy and material properties, including
size, shape, and material strength (Yashima et al., 1987;
Tavares and King, 1998; Sklar and Dietrich, 2004; Salman
et al., 2004a; Tavares and das Neves, 2008; Domokos et al.,
2015; Pál et al., 2021). These attrition mechanisms have
been classified in the mechanics literature using the terms
“frictional abrasion”, “chipping”, and “fragmentation” (Be-
mrose and Bridgwater, 1987; Ghadiri and Zhang, 2002),
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Figure 1. Schematic phase diagram delineating attrition mecha-
nism as a function of impact energy (influenced by collision veloc-
ity and particle mass) or material strength, and number of impacts;
adapted from the proposed diagram of Zhang and Ghadiri (2002).
For extremely weak materials or high-impact energies (left), explo-
sive fragmentation can occur from a single collision. As material
strength increases or impact energy decreases (center), fragmen-
tation occurs through fatigue failure, where cracks grow progres-
sively through the material with each collision. In the limit of pure
chipping, which applies to low-impact energies or strong materials
(right), the number of impacts required to produce fragmentation
increases toward infinity. Examples of transport mechanisms asso-
ciated with fragmentation, fatigue failure, and pure chipping are
rockfalls, debris flows, and bed-load transport, respectively. Frag-
mentation figure is adapted from Salman et al. (2004b); chipping
figure is adapted from Szabó et al. (2013); photographs of transport
mechanisms are reproduced from Wikimedia Commons.

each with distinct micro-mechanical failure modes. Models
for bedrock river erosion by “saltation abrasion” (Sklar and
Dietrich, 2001, 2004; Lamb et al., 2015) – which we pre-
fer to call “saltation attrition” to avoid confusion regarding
mechanism – implicitly assume that rock breakdown occurs
by fragmentation due to subcritical crack growth (Atkinson,
1984; Atkinson and Meredith, 1987; Pugno et al., 2006). On
the other hand, models for mass loss and rounding of river
pebbles explicitly describe attrition as chipping. The bound-
ary between chipping and fragmentation has not been exam-
ined experimentally, and the assumed mechanisms of attri-
tion in the models above have not been explicitly demon-
strated. Our study aims to do just that and to show how ma-
terial strength influences attrition mechanism (Fig. 1).

The process of subcritical crack growth is well studied in
the rock mechanics literature (Atkinson, 1984; Atkinson and
Meredith, 1987; Brantut et al., 2013). At intermediate im-

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscope images depicting subsur-
face lateral cracks, formed after repeated binary collisions of rocks
at energies representative of bed-load transport. We speculate that
these cracks, and the shattered region bounded by them, are the re-
sult of compressive fracture cones formed by impulsive collisions.
Images show thin sections of (a) quartz diorite and (b) volcanoclas-
tic rock. Figure reproduced from Miller and Jerolmack (2020).

pact energies, fatigue failure may occur as fractures gradu-
ally grow into the rock as a result of repeated impacts (Bit-
ter, 1963; Moss et al., 1973; Salman et al., 2004a; Pál et al.,
2021). A fundamental finding underlying theories for sub-
critical cracking is the celebrated “Paris’ law” for cyclic
loading: the crack growth per cycle shows a power-law de-
pendence on the range of stress intensity applied during the
cycle, where the exponent depends on material properties
(Paris and Erdogan, 1963). A related finding is “Basquin’s
law” (Kim, 2019): the lifetime of an object undergoing fa-
tigue failure exhibits a power-law dependence on the ampli-
tude of an external load, where the exponent again depends
on material properties (Kun et al., 2008). Both Paris’ law
(Pugno et al., 2006) and Basquin’s law (Kun et al., 2008)
have theoretical justification; we consider the latter here as
it is easier to measure particle lifetime in experiments. Re-
casting Basquin’s law in terms of repeated particle collisions
implies that the number of collisions required to induce frag-
mentation should grow as a power-law function of material
strength (or decay as a function of impact energy) (Fig. 1).
Whether fragmentation occurs from one or many collisions,
it ultimately results from cracks that propagate radially into
the bulk from the impact site. These radial cracks can split the
parent rock into irregularly shaped attrition products whose
size is a significant fraction of the parent, in addition to
smaller fragments (Moss et al., 1973; Adams, 1979; Bernd
et al., 2010; Arabnia and Sklar, 2016; Perfect, 1997; Kun
and Herrmann, 1999; Salman et al., 2004b; Grady, 2010).
The mass and shape distributions of particles formed purely
by fragmentation have universal characteristics that make
them easily distinguishable in the field (Domokos et al.,
2015, 2020), such as talus piles created by rockfalls (Verdian
et al., 2021).

Low-energy collisions produce a qualitatively distinct be-
havior from that anticipated by Basquin’s law. Compression
crack cones generically form at the contact zone for a wide
range of materials (Salman et al., 2004a). In brittle glasses
and ceramics, this mode of cracking corresponds to Hertzian
fracture (Wilshaw, 1971; Greeley and Iversen, 1987; Moha-
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jerani and Spelt, 2010; Wang et al., 2017). For sufficiently
brittle materials (including rocks and many building mate-
rials), plastic deformation and yielding in a localized re-
gion generally occur on unloading of the compressive im-
pact stress (Rhee et al., 2001; Ghadiri and Zhang, 2002;
Wilshaw, 1971; Salman et al., 2004a); in collisions, this cor-
responds to rebound. The net result is shallow lateral crack-
ing, which produces chipping in natural rock and other ma-
terials (Rogers and Schubert, 1963; Wilshaw, 1971; Ghadiri
and Zhang, 2002; Jerolmack and Brzinski, 2010; Miller and
Jerolmack, 2020; Pál et al., 2021) (Fig. 2). Each collision
produces a shower of fine particles that are orders of magni-
tude smaller than the parent (Miller and Jerolmack, 2020; Pál
et al., 2021). In this limit, the shape evolution of both natural
and artificial pebbles can be modeled purely geometrically.
Essentially, areas that protrude from the pebble have a pos-
itive curvature and are more likely to strike another particle
or the bed surface, and chip off. Thus, the shape of particles
undergoing curvature-driven attrition initially evolves toward
a sphere (Firey, 1974; Domokos et al., 2009; Várkonyi and
Domokos, 2011; Domokos et al., 2014). Moreover, mass loss
decays smoothly and exponentially as a function of time (or
collision number) (Domokos et al., 2014), reproducing the
so-called “Sternberg’s law” (Sternberg, 1875). For the typi-
cal case of bed load with gravels impacting a streambed, it
has been found that initially angular river pebbles round in a
universal manner (Szabó et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2014; Sz-
abó et al., 2015; Novák-Szabó et al., 2018) and that mass loss
follows Sternberg’s law (Sternberg, 1875; Kodama, 1994;
Lewin and Brewer, 2002; Novák-Szabó et al., 2018). We cau-
tion the reader that in situ weathering has also been observed
to produce rounded clasts in a wide variety of rock types
(e.g., Chapman and Greenfield, 1949; Simpson, 1964; Ol-
lier, 1967; Okumura, 1982; Sak et al., 2010). Nevertheless,
sediments delivered to steep headwater regions tend to be
fragmented through landslides or debris flows (e.g., Beschta,
1983; van Steijn, 1996; Hovius et al., 1997, 2000), and thus
the shape change from angular to smooth can be attributed to
the chipping process (Szabó et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2014;
Szabó et al., 2015; Novák-Szabó et al., 2018).

Few studies have attempted to bridge the transition from
chipping to fragmentation. Ghadiri and Zhang (2002) pro-
posed a conceptual model that envisioned a continuous phase
transition as a function of impact energy. Only recently has
this idea been tested in a remarkable study that simulated im-
pact attrition with the high-fidelity discrete element method
(DEM) (Pál et al., 2021). In the low-energy limit, these sim-
ulations produced chipping as characterized by Sternberg’s
law and the universal rounding pattern associated with bed
load. Fragmentation by fatigue failure did not occur. Beyond
a critical energy, they found a damage regime (which they
termed “cleavage”) that corresponded to fatigue failure and
reproduced Basquin’s law. The average size of attrition prod-
ucts grew rapidly with collision energy, with large fragments
resulting from progressive crack growth over several colli-

sions. In this intermediate regime, particle shape evolution
became more erratic and departed from the universal chip-
ping trend (Pál et al., 2021). Finally, for sufficiently large en-
ergies, they observed explosive fragmentation, in which the
size of attrition products actually declined because the parti-
cles were pulverized. In this high-energy limit, particle mass
and shape distributions followed universal trends expected
for fragments.

The results demonstrated by the Pál et al. (2021) sim-
ulation clearly delineate chipping from fragmentation and
show that the signatures of each process are encoded in
shape and mass loss trends. The main purpose of our pa-
per here is to provide the first experimental validation of a
continuous phase transition from chipping to fragmentation.
A secondary goal is to demonstrate that this transition can
be forced by changes in material strength and to examine
impact energies and material strengths that are relevant for
sediment particles in nature. We perform laboratory experi-
ments in which artificial particles with varying strength are
repeatedly dropped in a rotating drum. The nature of the col-
lisions is intentionally simplified – idealized particles cre-
ated from cement–sand mixtures are utilized in order to iso-
late and tune material control, thus determining its influence
on attrition mechanics. By measuring attrition rate, particle
shape, and material strength under a known collision energy,
we are able to characterize the relevant quantities that govern
attrition rates and the transition from chipping to fragmenta-
tion.

2 Methods

2.1 Choosing material strength parameters

It is common to cast the impact attrition process in terms of
the mass lost per collision, 1m. This mass loss is presumed
to be proportional to collision energy, 1E, such that

1m= C1Ab1E, (1)

where Ab is a material susceptibility parameter (Anderson,
1986) that Miller and Jerolmack (2020) called the “brittle at-
trition number” [s2 m−2], and C1 is an experimentally deter-
mined constant (following the nomenclature of Miller and
Jerolmack, 2020). Since collision energy is a function of
the mass of the particle, m, and impact velocity, vi , where
1E = 1

2mv
2
i , this relation implies Sternberg’s law (Stern-

berg, 1875) – i.e., that mass should decrease exponentially
with number of impacts (or, similarly, transport distance)
(Novák-Szabó et al., 2018). It has been proposed that sus-
ceptibility to fracture in brittle materials depends on a mate-
rial’s ability to store energy elastically (Engle, 1978; Wang
et al., 2011). From mechanical considerations and dimen-
sional analysis, several studies have arrived at a similar pa-
rameter (Sklar and Dietrich, 2004; Wang et al., 2011; Miller
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Figure 3. Experimental materials and setup. (a) Concrete parti-
cles prior to breakdown in the drum. (b) The 208.20 L (55 gal)
carbon steel drum used for collision experiments. The drum is
57.15 cm in diameter, 83.31 cm long, and rotates counterclockwise
at 20 rotationsmin−1.

and Jerolmack, 2020):

Ab =
ρsY

σ 2
s
, (2)

where σs is yield strength [Nm−2], Y is Young’s modulus
[Nm−2], and ρs is the density of the material [kgm−3]. The
parameter Ab was found to reasonably describe the con-
trol of material properties on the attrition rate of natural
rocks undergoing low-energy collisions (Miller and Jerol-
mack, 2020). For this reason, we use Ab to characterize ma-
terial strength in our study.

2.2 Preparation of experimental particles

The use of concrete as a synthetic, brittle rock is common
in experiments of fluvial bedrock erosion, and its mechanical
behavior compares well to natural rocks (e.g., Sklar and Di-
etrich, 2001; Johnson and Whipple, 2007). We created con-
crete blocks by pouring a mixture of concrete mix (Quikrete
product no. 1101) and coarse sand into 6 cm cubical molds
(Fig. 3a). While concrete mixes meant for general construc-
tion purposes usually consist of gravel, sand, and Portland
cement, the concrete mix used in the experiments was sieved
to remove all clasts larger than coarse sand. The ratio of
concrete mix to sand was varied in order to create particles
of different strength with varying material susceptibility pa-
rameters (Ab) that would undergo chipping, fragmentation,
or a combination of the two breakdown mechanisms in the
rotating drum. A total of 10 different mixtures were cre-
ated – 80 %, 75 %, 66.7 %, 50 %, 33.3 %, 25 %, 20 %, 16.7 %,
14.3 %, and 12.5 % – where percentage indicates volume of
concrete mix in the mixture (VCM). There were five particles
created for each mixture, resulting in a total of 50 concrete
particles tested. For all sand and concrete mixtures, water
was added for an approximately 0.4–0.6 water-to-sand and
cement mixture ratio. Efforts were taken to ensure that the
sand and cement mix were uniformly combined before water
was added. Particles were left to cure for 10 to 15 d before
being used in experiments.

2.3 Measuring material strength parameters

An Instron Universal Testing System (model 2406) was uti-
lized to conduct uniaxial compression tests of the prepared
cement particles. These particles were prepared indepen-
dently of those used in rounding experiments (see below)
using the same protocols; however, slight variations in wa-
ter content and curing time did occur. Efforts were taken to
ensure that cube surfaces in contact with the Instron were
smooth and parallel, although this was not always achieved.
A 25 kN load cell was used for the particles made of 12.5 %
to 50 % VCM, and a 150 kN load cell was used for particles
with 66.7 % to 80 % VCM. During the compression tests, the
upper plate was driven down at a constant rate of 3 mmmin−1

with maximum deformation set at 6 mm. Compression ex-
periments produced a series of stress–strain curves, which
were used to determine material properties of the various
concrete mixtures. Yield strength – the transition from (lin-
ear) elastic behavior to plastic deformation on a stress–strain
curve – is frequently used as a measure of material strength.
However, our stress–strain curves were variable, especially
for weaker materials that did not follow classic brittle fail-
ure (Fig. 5a). Accordingly, here we use ultimate strength,
the greatest stress withstood by a material. This procedure
is analogous to the point load test method that is often used
to estimate yield stress, since the latter is proportional to ul-
timate strength (Perras and Diederichs, 2014). Young’s mod-
ulus is typically determined from a linear fit to the stress–
strain plot – i.e., in the elastic regime before failure. Due to
the variable shapes of our stress–strain curves, we utilized
a modified Young modulus (Y ∗), which was estimated as the
ultimate strength divided by the associated strain (Fig. 5a), in
order to avoid ambiguity of how to choose an approximately
linear regime over which to fit.

2.4 Attrition experiments in a rotating drum

Each concrete particle was individually placed in a 208.2 L
(55 gal) open-head carbon steel drum with a lid fastened
by a bolt ring closure (Fig. 3b). The drum was 57.15 cm
in diameter and 83.31 cm long; all experiments were run
with the drum rotating in the counterclockwise direction at
20 rotationsmin−1. A steel paddle was attached to the inte-
rior of the drum to ensure that the particle would collide with
the side of the drum, as opposed to sliding along the bottom
during the experiment. It was assumed that the particle im-
pacted the side of the drum once per rotation; impact veloc-
ity was estimated to be 3.35 ms−1. Each particle was rotated
in specific intervals – and thus experienced a certain num-
ber of impacts – in accordance with its composition. Weaker
particles (12.5 %–20 % VCM) were removed after every im-
pact and were significantly diminished at the conclusion of
experiments; intermediate particles (25 %–50 % VCM) were
rotated in intervals from 5 to 20 drops, and stronger parti-
cles (66.7 %–80 % VCM) remained in the drum for intervals
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Figure 4. A visual depiction of the ImageJ macro used to determine
shape parameters. First, a photograph was taken of the particle at a
fixed distance over an LED light table. The macro (a) cropped the
image to include only the particle, (b) converted the original im-
age into a binary image, then (c) filled any holes within the particle
shape. The macro then (d) measured the area (A), perimeter (P ),
major axis (a), and minor axis (b) of the particle. These measure-
ments were used to calculate circularity (R) and aspect ratio (AR),
parameters that were used to quantify shape change over the course
of the rounding experiments. Circularity measures how closely a
shape approaches that of a circle, where R = 1 indicates a perfect
circle and R < 1 indicates deviations from a circle. Panel (e) shows
circularity measurements for particles of different shapes.

ranging from 50 to 500 drops. After each interval, the parti-
cle was removed from the drum, weighed, and photographed
before being returned to the drum to undergo another series
of impacts. Camera resolution was 12.2 MP, and particles
were photographed perpendicular to their initial orientation
as long as the original sides were able to be distinguished.

At the conclusion of the rotating drum experiments, all
images were analyzed using ImageJ. The image processing
program converted the original photograph into a binary im-
age in order to isolate the shape of the particle and measure
shape parameters, including area, perimeter, circularity, and
aspect ratio (Fig. 4). To verify the circularity measurements
calculated by the image processing program, the shape mea-
surement algorithm was applied to computer-generated cir-
cles and squares of known shape. While measured circular-
ity was found to be resolution dependent, the maximum er-
ror was 10 % over the resolution range that is relevant for
our experiments due to pixelation inherent in even idealized
synthetic shapes.

3 Results

3.1 Material properties

There was significant variation in the ultimate strengths and
modified Young’s moduli recorded for each set of particles,
as well as the shapes of the stress–strain curves (Fig. 5);
nevertheless, we are able to deduce significant trends from
the data. An analysis of uniaxial compression test results re-
vealed that particles with a higher percentage of concrete
mix generally had a greater ultimate strength, σu (Fig. 5b).
Mechanically strong particles could withstand loads ranging
from 2.9× 106 to 7.3× 106 Nm−2, although the strongest
particle (66.7 % VCM) held up to 1.2× 107 Nm−2. Me-
chanically weaker particles could hold loads ranging from
9.7× 104 to 1.2× 106 Nm−2, although the weakest mate-
rial (12.5 % VCM) withstood as little as 4.3× 104 Nm−2

before failing (Fig. 5b). For cement mixtures, it is com-
monly observed that strength increases with increasing con-
crete content until a maximum is reached, beyond which
strength drops because sand or aggregate grains lose con-
tact with each other and no longer bear the load (Lan et al.,
2010). Our results are consistent with this behavior. A sim-
ilar trend was observed in particles’ resistance to defor-
mation, as measured through the modified Young modulus
parameter, Y ∗. Mechanically strong particles had modified
Young’s moduli ranging from 4.3× 107 to 1.6× 108 Nm−2,
although the strongest particle (66.7 % VCM) had a modified
Young modulus measured at 3.8× 108 Nm−2. Mechanically
weaker particles had modified Young’s moduli ranging from
1.5× 106 to 1.1× 107 Nm−2, although the weakest material
(12.5 % VCM) had a modified Young modulus measured at
2.7× 105 Nm−2 (Fig. 5c).

The density of each type of concrete particle was also cal-
culated from measured weight and volume for each cube,
estimated from axis dimensions of the molds. Density did
not vary systematically with material strength; however, the
average density was approximately ρs = 2000 kgm−3, with
a range of approximately ± 35 %. This variation in den-
sity is significant and is likely related to lack of control in
the sample preparation procedure. The brittle attrition num-
ber,Ab, was calculated using the measured values of ultimate
strength, modified Young’s modulus, and density for each
particle (Eq. 2). Brittle attrition number values ranged from
1.3× 10−2 to 6.6× 10−3 s2 m−2 for mechanically strong ma-
terials. Despite variability in the data, a clear trend is ap-
parent between Ab and composition; Ab drops rapidly with
increasing cement content, and appears to reach a roughly
constant value for cement contents of 50 % VCM or greater
(Fig. 5d). Results show that our samples span an order of
magnitude of susceptibility to impact, as quantified by Ab,
and thus that there is a significant dynamic range for explor-
ing the control of material properties on attrition mechanism
and rates. For the rest of the paper, we use Ab to represent
material properties, and terms such as “strong” and “weak”
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Figure 5. Material strength properties determined by uniaxial compression tests. (a) Stress–strain curves for concrete particles with varying
proportions of concrete mix, as indicated by volume concrete mix (VCM). Ultimate strength, σu [Nm−2], is defined as the greatest stress
withstood by the particle and is indicated on the stress–strain figure. Modified Young’s modulus, Y ∗ [Nm−2], is calculated as the ultimate
strength divided by the corresponding strain (Y ∗= σu/εu). (b) Average ultimate strength for each particle composition, where error bars
indicate the range of values produced by experiments (n= 5). (c) Average modified Young’s modulus for each particle composition, where
error bars indicate the range of values produced by experiments (n= 5). (d) Average brittle attrition number, Ab [s2 m−2], for each particle
composition, where error bars indicate the range of values produced by experiments (n= 5).

refer to relatively small and large values of Ab, respectively.
The average measured values of σu and Y ∗, as well as the av-
erage calculated values of Ab, for each particle composition
are reported in Fig. 9.

It is important to acknowledge that the significant varia-
tion in measured ultimate strength, modified Young’s mod-
ulus, and density is likely related to lack of control in the
preparation protocol. Some of our stress–strain curves do
not follow the typical linear-elastic to sublinear-plastic pat-
tern but instead display a series of peaks in the transition
from the elastic to the plastic regime (Fig. 5a). This varia-
tion in particle strength and behavior, in response to com-
pressional stress, is likely due to inconsistencies inherent in
the process of making these concrete particles. It is possi-
ble that inhomogeneities produced during particle creation,
including air bubbles, caused the curves to deviate from in-
dustrially produced concrete (e.g., Lan et al., 2010). Further-
more, molds used to create the concrete particles varied in
size from 6 to 8 cm, and asperities were observed to form on
the concrete along the open side of the mold. These asper-
ities may have influenced compression testing by reducing
the ultimate strength of each particle. The compressing plates
should come into contact with flat surfaces; asperities would
cause the force to load unevenly and may result in prema-

ture failure and the observed peaks in the stress–strain curves
(e.g., Vasconcelos and Lourenço, 2009). While these caveats
make us hesitant to interpret the trends between composition
and measured material properties too finely given the noise,
results are generally consistent with expectations for cement.

3.2 Mass loss

The mass of each particle decreased with each drop resulting
from rotation in the drum. To quantify and characterize mass
loss, we utilize the following parameters: mass fraction (M),
cumulative mass loss (µ), and fractional mass loss per impact
(1m∗). Mass fraction is defined as the ratio of the mass of
the particle during a given rotation to the initial particle mass
(M =mi/mo). Cumulative mass loss is the ratio of remaining
mass to the initial particle mass (µ= 1−M). Fractional mass
loss per impact is the ratio of the mass lost during a given
impact to the particle mass just prior to that impact (1m∗ =
(mi−1−mi)/mi−1 =1m/mi−1).

Mass fraction for all particles generally decreased expo-
nentially with impact number – i.e., data followed Stern-
berg’s law (Fig. 6a, c, and e). For strong particles (small Ab),
this exponential decay was smooth and repeatable. Moreover,
fractional mass loss per impact remained very small, with ap-
proximately constant (Fig. 6b, d, and f) averages and little
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Figure 6. Mass loss parameters over the course of rotation experiments. Figures to the left show changes in mass fraction, M , for
(a) Ab= 1.1× 10−2 s2 m−2 (80 % VCM), (c) Ab= 9.3× 10−3 s2 m−2 (50 % VCM), and (e) Ab= 1.9× 10−3 s2 m−2 (16.7 % VCM). Fig-
ures to the right show fractional mass loss per impact, 1m∗, for the same materials in panels (b), (d), and (f). All five particles of a given
composition are represented on each plot, with the average (n= 5) depicted as a thicker black line. The number of impacts undergone by each
particle has been normalized by the total number of impacts to allow comparison – mechanically strong particles in panels (a, b) underwent
4400 drops, panels (c, d) underwent 3500 drops, and mechanically weak particles in panels (e, f) underwent 25 drops. These weak particles,
represented at the bottom of the figure, lost significant amounts of mass during each rotation and continued to be placed in the drum until
very little of the original particle remained. Additionally, Sternberg’s law – denoted by the dashed cyan line – was fit to each plot of mass
fraction. Mass fraction scales exponentially with the number of impacts in the rotating drum.

Figure 7. Violin plots illustrating the size distribution of resulting particle fragments. The fractional mass loss per impact (1m∗) was mea-
sured for all impacts; this result is displayed as a violin plot for each material strength. Example parent and daughter particles are displayed
for strong, intermediate, and weak materials to illustrate typical breakdown products after an impact or series of impacts. Mechanically weak
particles (higher Ab) produced fragments in a wide range of sizes and weights, while mechanically strong particles (lower Ab) generated a
narrow distribution of chip sizes. This transition occurs around Ab= 0.1 s2 m−2.

variability (Fig. 7). In other words, strong materials exhib-
ited attrition behavior consistent with chipping. As strength
decreased (Ab increased), mass loss became more erratic
(Fig. 6) and the fractional mass loss per impact became in-
creasingly large and variable (Figs. 6b, d, and f and 7). The

weakest particles sustained the greatest fluctuations in mass
loss, indicating that these particles experienced multiple frag-
mentation events as they rotated in the drum.

While fractional mass loss per impact generally increased
and became more variable with increasing Ab (Fig. 7), data
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Figure 8. Relation between the empirically determined mass loss
parameter, k, and the brittle attrition number determined from ma-
terial properties,Ab (Miller and Jerolmack, 2020); the best-fit linear
relation is k = 0.142Ab+ 0.0019, where R2

= 0.85. Thus, the ex-
perimental constant C1 = 0.14.

suggest that there is a range of sufficiently strong materials
(Ab < 0.1) for which mass loss was insensitive to changes
in material strength. Following Miller and Jerolmack (2020),
we define an empirical mass loss parameter, k =1m/1E =
21m∗/v2

i , and compute the average value for each material
from all measured drops in the drum of all particles. Al-
though collision energy decreased through time in the ex-
periments due to attrition, the mass loss parameter k ac-
counts for this change in energy and thus is expected to be
controlled only by material properties. Miller and Jerolmack
(2020) proposed that k = AC1 – i.e., that the rate of mass
loss depends linearly on Ab, and confirmed that relation for
their experiments in natural rocks. Our results confirm a pos-
itive correlation between k and Ab that could be consistent
with a linear relation (Fig. 8). However, data again indicate a
regime of sufficiently strong materials (Ab < 0.1) for which
mass loss is roughly constant – or, at least, is not sensitive to
changes in material properties.

3.3 Particle shape

Particles of differing mechanical properties experienced dif-
ferent shape evolution trajectories. Mechanically strong par-
ticles smoothly evolved from a cuboid block toward a sphere.
The mechanically weak particles began with the same cuboid
shape but fragmented into several angular pieces during
their time in the rotating drum (Fig. 9). The strong parti-
cles could withstand thousands of impacts, while the weak-
est particles experienced 10–20 impacts before disintegrat-
ing. Particles of intermediate strength, Ab= 6.9× 10−2 to
Ab= 3.6× 10−2 s2 m−1 (20 %–33.3 % VCM), evolved from
a cuboid block toward a spherical shape but experienced
several large breakage events along the trajectory toward a

sphere. These intermediate particles remained in the rotating
drum for several hundred impacts.

Circularity, R, a measure of how closely a shape ap-
proaches a circle, increased over the course of the exper-
iments for all materials. While the rate of change in par-
ticle shape is controlled by attrition rate, this dependence
can be removed by examining particle shape as function
of cumulative mass loss, µ (Domokos et al., 2014; Szabó
et al., 2015; Novák-Szabó et al., 2018). The circularity of
mechanically strong particles increased smoothly and mono-
tonically with µ toward a spherical shape (R = 1). For in-
termediate and weak particles, circularity increased but ex-
hibited significant fluctuations associated with fragmentation
events. Mechanically strong particles reached circularity val-
ues around 0.85, while weak particles reached values around
0.65 (Fig. 10). In the chipping limit associated with bed load,
there is a single relation between R and µ that depends only
on the initial shape of particles (Domokos et al., 2014; Szabó
et al., 2015; Novák-Szabó et al., 2018; Pál et al., 2021). For
our strong materials associated with Ab ≤ 0.013 s2 m−2, we
find that shape evolution is independent of material proper-
ties and closely follows the trend expected for chipping. For
weaker materials, however, data exhibit a progressive depar-
ture from the expected chipping curve with increasing Ab
(decreasing material strength) (Fig. 10).

4 Discussion

We begin this section by reminding the reader of several
caveats that should be kept in mind when interpreting the ex-
perimental results. Our particles, especially the weaker ones,
may not have behaved strictly as brittle materials in terms
of their failure. The high proportion of sand in mechanically
weak particles frequently caused fragments to disintegrate on
impact, producing a large population of sand and fine con-
crete fragments. The population of fine fragments was not
collected or measured, as this pattern of disintegration differs
from fragmentation in natural rocks under comparable condi-
tions. Weaker particles sometimes exhibited complex stress–
strain curves, resulting in potentially large error in estimat-
ing the material parameters required to compute Ab. Clearly,
future experiments would benefit from better control in the
cement preparation and testing process. Nevertheless, there
are many aspects of fracture dynamics that are insensitive to
the details of material properties (Oddershede et al., 1993;
Ghadiri and Zhang, 2002). For example, experiments with
balls of gypsum aggregate represent a canonical system for
studying impact fragmentation and are often used to bench-
mark numerical simulations of brittle fracture (Oddershede
et al., 1993; Kun and Herrmann, 1996; Åström et al., 2004).
Our weak cements behave similarly to gypsum aggregates
and weak sandstones, while the strongest cement mixtures
are comparable to limestone. Furthermore, although direct
comparisons cannot be drawn, our measured values for the
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Figure 9. Progression of particle breakdown according to material parameters and approximate number of impacts; Ni = 0 indicates the
initial shape of the particle. The material parameters of each particle type are indicated using VCM, average ultimate strength (σu) and
modified Young’s modulus (Y ∗) as measured through Instron compression tests, and average brittle attrition number (Ab). Also shown is
particle density (ρs), which does not vary systematically with material strength. Mechanically strong particles achieved highly rounded shapes
over thousands of rotations, while mechanically weak particles quickly fragmented into irregular shapes over 10–20 impacts. Intermediate
particles exhibited both behaviors.

Figure 10. Circularity as a function of cumulative mass loss for all material strengths tested, where circularity measurements are averaged
for all particles of a given composition (n= 5). Mechanically strong particles (50 %–80 % VCM) with Ab ≤ 0.013 s2 m−2 fall within the
pure chipping regime and conform to the universal curve described by Novák-Szabó et al. (2018), which is identified by the gray region.

ultimate strength of concrete particles are comparable to the
tensile strength values of natural and artificial materials de-
termined by Sklar and Dietrich (2001).

The most important result from our study is the first exper-
imental delineation of the transition from chipping to frag-
mentation. Our observations support the recent numerical
simulations conducted by Pál et al. (2021) that map the at-
trition mechanisms of chipping and fragmentation to dis-
tinct patterns of mass loss and shape evolution. The chipping
limit is defined by (i) a small fractional mass loss (Figs. 7
and 8) and (ii) the smooth evolution of particle shape toward

a sphere (Fig. 10), both of which depend only weakly on
material strength (or collision energy). In other words, ex-
periments and simulations characterize the parameter space
where pure chipping lives; here, mass loss follows Stern-
berg’s law and shape evolution follows a universal rounding
that is purely geometric (Novák-Szabó et al., 2018). The tran-
sition to fatigue failure (or “cleavage”; cf. Pál et al., 2021)
occurs at a critical value for Ab (or collision energy), beyond
which mass loss rapidly increases with decreasing material
strength (or increasing collision energy) (Figs. 7 and 8). In
this fatigue failure regime, mass loss and shape evolution
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Figure 11. Experimentally determined phase space for attrition
showing the approximate number of impacts required to fragment
particles of different material strength. The fragmentation thresh-
old, or boundary between the chipping and fragmentation regimes,
is defined by the fraction of mass lost during a given impact (e.g.,
fragmentation occurs if 10 % of a particle’s current mass is lost).

trends become more erratic, and progressively depart from
Sternberg’s law and universal rounding, respectively, with
decreasing material strength (increasing collision energy).
Pál et al. (2021) noted that the cleavage regime of impact
attrition in their simulations followed Basquin’s law of sub-
critical failure: material failure occurs at a finite timescale,
which decreases as a power-law function of the stress ampli-
tude. By translating this law to our experiments, we would
predict that the critical number of collisions required to frag-
ment a particle, Ni , increases as a power law with increas-
ing material strength (decreasing Ab). While we are cautious
in drawing quantitative conclusions from our data given the
noise and limitations described above, our results are quali-
tatively consistent with Basquin’s law (Fig. 11).

Our findings suggest a bi-partite relation between Ab and
attrition mass loss (Fig. 8), which differs from the linear rela-
tion betweenAb and k that was suggested by the experiments
of Miller and Jerolmack (2020). While this difference may
be the result of variation and/or error in our measurements –
and we cannot directly compare values for Ab since mate-
rial properties were measured using different techniques –
we note that the range of Ab explored in this study is roughly
3 times larger than that of Miller and Jerolmack (2020). In
addition, the mass loss rates in the Miller and Jerolmack
(2020) study were much lower than here due to both stronger
materials and smaller collision energies. The simplest expla-
nation is that there are two distinct mass loss regimes cor-
responding to the two distinct attrition mechanisms, as seen
in the simulations of Pál et al. (2021). The well-controlled
Miller and Jerolmack (2020) experiment, with stronger parti-
cles at lower energies, probed only the chipping regime. We
speculate that the large variation in our material parameter

measurements obscures the more subtle trend of k and Ab
that is expected in the chipping regime; instead, only the
rapid nonlinear increase of mass loss in the fatigue failure
regime is resolved in our data (Fig. 8).

It is natural for the reader to wonder if and how our find-
ings may be applied to the field, either directly by some ap-
propriate scaling or indirectly through a numerical model.
Collisions of particles with each other and the bed are more
complicated in nature than our simplified experiments, and
will vary among environments (bed load, debris flow, or
rockfall). Miller and Jerolmack (2020) outline some of the
differences between single-impact and bed-normal collisions
in experiments such as ours, and the multi-body and tangen-
tial collisions that occur for the specific case of bed load.
Quite simply, attrition rates measured from drop experiments
cannot and should not be scaled directly to the field. The
utility of our experiments, instead, lies in testing the funda-
mentals of impact attrition and dynamic fracture, which is an
essential component of models for pebble and bedrock ero-
sion. Our findings, which corroborate numerical simulations
(Pál et al., 2021), point to the importance in distinguishing
attrition mechanisms when modeling collision-driven ero-
sion. Saltation attrition models for bedrock erosion typically
encode some version of Eq. (1), and are most appropriate
for the chipping regime – although our results here and in
Miller and Jerolmack (2020) indicate that Ab should be de-
termined, rather than simply using tensile strength as is com-
monly done (Sklar and Dietrich, 2004; Lamb et al., 2015).
Determining the threshold energy and material strength as-
sociated with the transition from chipping to fatigue failure,
for materials of interest in natural settings, becomes of crit-
ical importance for selecting an attrition relation. We rec-
ommend that future work begin with a more controlled ex-
perimental approach – using a wide range of natural rock
materials, more stringent material property measurements, a
wide range of collision energies, and a full analysis of at-
trition product sizes and shapes. In this manner, the univer-
sal phase transition from chipping to fragmentation that was
proposed by Pál et al. (2021) could be quantitatively vetted
for geologic materials and across the entire ranges of ener-
gies and material strengths that are relevant for geophysical
flows. Given the universality of pebble mass and shape evolu-
tion in the chipping regime (Novák-Szabó et al., 2018; Miller
and Jerolmack, 2020), the Basquin law for fatigue failure in
the subcritical cracking regime (Kun et al., 2008; Pál et al.,
2021), and the generic nature of fragmentation (Domokos
et al., 2015, 2020), we are reasonably confident that future
experiments will confirm and extend our findings.

5 Conclusions

By simulating transport over a wide range of material
strengths in the laboratory, we were able to populate a phase
space for attrition. Concrete particles were rotated in a metal
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drum to simulate transport, and results indicate that mechan-
ically strong particles evolved smoothly and monotonically
toward a spherical shape, while weak particles rapidly broke
apart into irregular, angular pieces. Particles of intermediate
strength experienced fatigue failure and erratically evolved
toward a more rounded shape. These results demonstrate
that chipping and subcritical cracking are distinctly different
modes of impact attrition, with distinctly different patterns
for mass and shape evolution.

Chipping is distinct from fatigue failure in that large-scale
fragmentation does not occur; this corresponds to a limit of
infinite sample lifetime. In this regime, mass loss follows
Sternberg’s law of exponential decay, and particle shape fol-
lows universal geometric rounding. Based on previous re-
search, the chipping regime in nature corresponds to river
pebbles and wind-blown sands undergoing saltation. The fa-
tigue failure regime can be thought of as representing a con-
tinuous phase transition from pure chipping to pure fragmen-
tation, where the number of collisions required to break a par-
ticle decreases as material strength weakens. Fragmentation
due to subcritical cracking clearly occurs in some rivers, es-
pecially in steeper headwater channels (Adams, 1979; Miller
et al., 2014). This picture bridges classic findings from sub-
critical cracking (Paris and Erdogan, 1963; Atkinson, 1984;
Atkinson and Meredith, 1987; Kim, 2019) and from chip-
ping (Rogers and Schubert, 1963; Wilshaw, 1971; Ghadiri
and Zhang, 2002; Pál et al., 2021), and confirms recent direct
numerical simulations of impact attrition (Pál et al., 2021)
where this transition was cast as a function of impact energy.
Sufficiently weak materials (or large collision energies) will
catastrophically fail with a single impact; this limit is likely
reached in nature for rockfalls and landslides. This work sug-
gests that the parameter grouping Ab1E may serve to pre-
dict the attrition regime, which would allow one to constrain
the energy associated with sediment transport from particle
shape in the field (Novák-Szabó et al., 2018).

The transition from chipping to fatigue failure marks the
limit of applicability for the geometric model of pebble
rounding (Novák-Szabó et al., 2018). This is important be-
cause, in the chipping limit, this model may be used to infer
the transport distance of river pebbles from their shape (Sz-
abó et al., 2015; Novák-Szabó et al., 2018). The chipping–
fragmentation threshold is also important for models of
bedrock erosion by saltation attrition, as they implicitly as-
sume that there is only one regime of impact attrition (Sklar
and Dietrich, 2004; Lamb et al., 2015). These models may
be most appropriate for the chipping regime, yet they cannot
predict the onset of fatigue failure or the rapid increase in
mass loss associated with it. While we urge caution in apply-
ing saltation erosion models until the thresholds for fatigue
failure of relevant materials are determined, the morphology
of bedrock-channel beds may provide helpful qualitative in-
formation. In particular, the chipping regime of bed-load ero-
sion should produce bedrock-channel morphologies that are
smooth down to the scale of impactors (Sipos et al., 2011),

while fatigue failure would drive fragmentation of the chan-
nel and create rough and angular features.
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